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The Roots of the Eugenics Movement

Today the thought of sterilizing someone against his or her will seems preposterous. However, such a practice was endorsed in the early 20th century by many well-known and well-respected philanthropists like the Rockefellers, the Carnegies, the Kelloggs, and the Harrimans. How was this possible?

The answer: the eugenics movement. In the 1880s Sir Francis Galton, a British polymath, coined the term “eugenics” which literally means “well-born.” Eugenics became a “science” that cited genetics as the main reason for promiscuity, criminal behavior, destitution, feeble-mindedness, and more. Two solutions became popular for ridding society of such behaviors: positive and negative eugenics. Positive eugenics encouraged the healthiest, ablest, and fit to have more children. Negative eugenics discouraged the weakest, least able, and unfit of the population from having children—even if discouraging was accomplished through coercion or manipulation.

Negative eugenics was the catalyst behind the forced sterilization laws in the United States. One of its main proponents was Margaret Sanger, who said:

“On its [eugenics’] negative side it shows us that we are paying for and even submitting to the dictates of an ever increasing, unceasingly spawning class of human beings who never should have been born at all -- that the wealth of individuals and of the state is
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being diverted from the development and the progress of human expression and civilization."⁴

Margaret Sanger believed and promoted the idea that the poor, feeble-minded, physically disabled, and “unfit” were multiplying in such a way that, if allowed to continue, would destroy civilization.

In *Woman and the New Race*, Sanger responded to a letter complaining about a woman in town who would go “insane” after giving birth—she had six children. According to the writer, the woman admitted if she never gave birth again, she could be “free from these insane spells.” But the doctors would not do anything for her. Sanger responds:

“Not even the blindest of all dogmatists can ignore the danger to the community of to-day and the race of to-morrow in permitting an insane woman to go on bearing children. Here is a letter which tells a two-sided story—how mother instinct, even when clouded by periodic insanity, seeks to protect itself and society, and how society prevents her from attaining that end.”⁵

While Sanger emphasized the harm done to the community, she does not believe in charities to help them. Sanger actually believed that charities only perpetuated the “constantly increasing numbers of defectives, delinquents, and dependents.”⁶ Thus, something needed to be done—a “process of weeding out the unfit”⁷ through birth control and sterilization.⁸

The United States Supreme Court also endorsed the main premises of the eugenics movement in *Buck v. Bell.*⁹ The Court agreed that if feebleminded Cary Buck, who had a feebleminded daughter and was the daughter of a feebleminded woman, was allowed to continue reproducing she would become a menace to society. The Court said:

“It is better for all the world if, instead of waiting to execute degenerate offspring for crime or to let them starve for their imbecility, society can prevent those who are manifestly unfit from continuing their kind. The principle that sustains compulsory vaccination is broad enough to cover cutting the Fallopian tubes.”¹⁰

Once the Supreme Court made this decision, forced sterilizations laws popped up all around the country. Thirty-one states enacted such laws, many of which remained in effect until the 1960s or later.¹¹ Over 60,000 people in the United States were mutilated at the hands of their state governments—all in an effort to rid society of those deemed unfit by others.

**North Carolina’s Experience**

---

North Carolina’s eugenics program was unlike most in the nation, sterilizing approximately 7,600 people over 45 years. Eighty-five percent (85%) of those sterilized were women, 2,000 individuals sterilized were under 18, and 65 men were castrated. North Carolina ranked third overall in the United States for the total number of those sterilized, trailing only California (21,000) and Virginia (8,000).

The first sterilization law in North Carolina passed in 1919, but there were no documented sterilizations under that law. Scholars suggest that the State hesitated to put it into practice because there was uncertainty concerning the law’s constitutionality. The State tried again in 1929 and passed its second sterilization law. Forty-nine people were sterilized under this law. However, the North Carolina Supreme Court struck down the 1929 law because it lacked notice of hearing and the right to appeal. Then, in 1933, North Carolina passed its third sterilization law which included notice of hearing, right to appeal, and the creation of the Eugenics Board. The courts could review the cases, but new evidence could not be admitted. In the end, the decisions were really made by the Executive Branch.

The North Carolina Eugenics Board was comprised of five members: the Commissioner of the Board of Charities and Public Welfare, the Secretary of the State Board of Health, the chief medical officer of a state institution for the “feebleminded or insane,” the chief medical officer of the State Hospital at Raleigh, and the Attorney General. These members determined the outcome of all sterilization cases of those who were claimed to be mentally diseased, feebleminded, or epileptic. During hearings on each case, the board was to consider factors including, “whether the operation seemed to be in the best interest of the individual’s mental, moral, or physical health; whether it would be for the public good; and whether it was likely that the individual might produce children with serious mental or physical problems.”

While the Board was only to order sterilizations for the reasons listed above, its interpretation of those factors later expanded to include homosexuality, promiscuity, and pauperism. In some cases, the board approved sterilizations using these words, “She seems lazy and unconcerned,” or “while in school attempted to write love letters to boys she imagined were interested in her.” Nonetheless, board members continued to justify their decisions, even against the pleas of parents and relatives. It is estimated that the Eugenics Board ordered
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sterilization in 90% of all cases. One scholar found only 468 cases where the patient clearly wanted the operation—barely 6% of all cases.21

North Carolina’s experience is unique because most states stopped performing involuntary sterilizations after World War II. North Carolina expanded its effort. Seventy-nine percent (79%) of sterilizations performed in North Carolina occurred after 1945.22 At the beginning, sterilization numbers were racially balanced, but during the 1950s the program became more racially oriented. By the late 1960s, sixty percent (60%) of those sterilized were black, even though they only made up a quarter of the population.23 Around this time, the Human Betterment League, formed in 1947, launched a large media campaign promoting sterilization as a way to save taxpayers’ dollars.24 The case was made that sterilization would reduce the amount of welfare the State would provide. No matter what the reasons for North Carolina expanding sterilizations after WWII, it was an anomaly.

The Eugenics Board was not officially abolished by the North Carolina General Assembly until 1977, even though the General Assembly handed over the responsibility of presiding over sterilization hearings to the judicial system in 1974. A formal apology to the victims was not issued for another 25 years (December, 2002). In 2003, the General Assembly repealed the involuntary sterilization laws.25

North Carolina’s Journey to Compensation

North Carolina leaders realized that, through its Eugenics Board, the State invaded the lives and bodies of thousands of its citizens and forcibly took away their ability to choose whether to have children. Commissions and task forces debated whether to compensate the victims. Many in the General Assembly, including Speaker of the House Thom Tillis and House Majority Leader Paul Stam, hoped to accomplish this through the Eugenics Compensation Program (HB 947) during the 2012 Short Session. They wished “to make restitution for injustices suffered and unreasonable hardships endured by the asexualization or sterilizations of individuals at the direction of the State between 1933 and 1974.” The bill would have offered $50,000 in compensation to those who were sterilized under the N.C. Eugenics Board, but not to the families of victims who died before May 16, 2012. While HB 947 passed the House by a vote of 86 to 31 and funds were appropriated in the budgets of the House and Governor, the bill never made it to the Senate floor.

Even though the General Assembly did not pass the Eugenics Compensation Program (HB 947) in 2012, legislators made considerable progress in their efforts to compensate sterilization victims. While Democrats had talked about compensating victims for almost 10
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years, it was during the first Republican majority in over 100 years that such a bill made it to the House or Senate floor. Compensation gained widespread bipartisan support. When HB 947 was before the House, a majority of Republicans and all Democrats voted to pass the bill.

Still, some question why compensation is necessary. Some worry that it will set a precedent for reparations for slavery. Others have said that it is not our problem to fix—it happened in the past, taxpayers of today should not have to pay for it, and compensation would not change what happened to sterilized victims. Let’s address some of the opponents’ concerns.

The argument that eugenics compensation will pave the way for slavery reparations fails to recognize a key difference between the two situations. If the government were to provide reparations for slavery, none of the compensation would go to living victims. Instead, the compensation would go to those “who were not the subject of any clear and direct harm . . . any harm suffered would be vague and not individual in nature, but instead a generalized societal harm.”26 In contrast, thousands of forced sterilizations victims are still living.

Some legislators claimed they could not support compensation when the bill was debated because of the poor economy. But, as Representative Carolyn Justice said on the House Floor:

“We all know that this should have been done in a year where we were flush with money. We’re not flush with money right now, and this is a bad time to be spending $50,000 on each of these [claims]. We also know that there is a time when you just have to do what is right. And this is one of those times.”27

Opportunities to rectify wrongs do not always come when it is convenient. In total, the cost of compensating 1,500 victims at $50,000 per victim would be $75 million.28 However, this cost would have been spread over several years. To put this in perspective, HB 947 proposed $11 million in funding for the first year—only 1/20 of one percent of the entire 2012-2013 General Fund. Each year the General Assembly would have had to appropriate money for the program to continue, and the State would not have accepted compensation claims indefinitely. Under HB 947, the last day to file a claim would have been December 31, 2015. Making the decision to have .05 percent of the budget dedicated to righting past wrongs is not financially irresponsible. And as conservatives, my view is that the government should protect “God-given inherent right” and “treat all citizens impartially.”29

If you were to scour the comment sections of online news articles concerning North Carolina’s attempt at eugenics compensation, you would find many citizens employing the final argument: it was past legislators and past taxpayers, not current ones, who were responsible for

what happened; we should not have to pay for their mistakes. However, sterilizations occurred into the 1970s. According to the 2010 U.S. Census, forty-six percent (46%) of North Carolinians were born before 1970. Speaker Tillis said on the House floor:

“As a conservative, as somebody who has sat in this chamber and actually heard people talk about the wrongness of annexations, the wrongness of other government takings, the wrongness of eminent domain and how bad that is, how we need to correct it, and how sometimes we even need to go back and reverse past decisions of other elected officials, I look at this and I think this is probably the most egregious example of that.”

Ronald Reagan did this when he signed the Civil Liberties Act of 1988. The Civil Liberties Act provided $20,000 in compensation to living people who were detained in Japanese internment camps during WWII. He was not President when internment camps were authorized. The legislators who passed the Civil Liberties Act were not in office at the time either, but they still wanted to “discourage the occurrence of similar injustices and violations of civil liberties in the future.” North Carolina’s forced sterilization program is another example of such an injustice and violation of civil liberties. It is now our responsibility to look on the past, say “that was wrong,” and make restitution for it. An apology without restitution is empty.

North Carolina’s forced sterilizations were not voluntary. There was no practical means of appeal once the Eugenics Board made its decision. The State irrevocably changed lives by abusing its power in an effort to eliminate a class of people.

The Creation of the Eugenics Compensation Program

Things changed in 2013. While bills creating the Eugenics Compensation Program were introduced in the House and Senate Floor, the program was ultimately included in the budget. The General Assembly appropriated $10 million to be divided between the total number of qualified claimants. To qualify for compensation, sterilization victims must have been alive on June 30, 2013, provide adequate documentation of being involuntarily sterilized, and submit the appropriate form by June 30, 2014. The 2013 budget required the Industrial Commission to make the final eligibility determinations and distribute the funds in a lump-sum payment by June 30, 2015. In addition, as a part of the recent tax reforms a new deduction was added for private contributions to the Eugenics Sterilization Compensation Fund.
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The General Assembly made several changes to the Eugenics Compensation Program in the 2014 budget. The major change allows the Commission to disburse compensation in two payments instead of one. The first payment will be equal to the number of qualified and pending claimants divided by $10 million. Those claimants who are determined to be qualified by October 1, 2014 will receive their first payment by October 31, 2014. Those determined to be qualified after that date will receive their initial payment within 60 days of determination. Assuming that some claimants will ultimately not be qualified for compensation, the second and final payment will be made after all claimants have exhausted the appeals process. This change was made in order to avoid further postponing compensation to the aging victims who were harmed at the hands of the State.

The 2014 budget also clarified that compensation payments to sterilization victims are not to be split or used to pay attorneys who helped victims file their claims, stating:

“The General Assembly finds that qualified recipients have suffered a unique harm that calls for a unique remedy and that there are sufficient sources of assistance and pro bono legal representation available to protect their interests. Therefore, any agreement for the acceptance of attorneys’ fees is null and void unless counsel has sought and received an opinion from the North Carolina State Bar that the fee arrangement is reasonable under the Rules of Professional Conduct.”

When the program passed in 2013, the Office of Justice for Sterilization Victims (the Office) updated its website (http://www.sterilizationvictims.nc.gov/Default.aspx) and began providing information to potential claimants. In November of 2013, the Office mailed claim packets to potential claimants sterilized under the eugenics program. Ultimately, 780 eugenics claims were submitted by the June 30, 2014 deadline. The 2014 budget required that claimants submit all missing forms to the Office by September 23, 2014 and that all remaining claim forms be sent to the Industrial Commission by September 30, 2014.

Although no apology or amount of money can truly make amends, compensation represents a commitment by North Carolina to respect human life and liberty. It also sends a clear message to future legislators who want to take liberties with the sanctity of life: wrongs eventually will be recognized, they will be viewed as unacceptable, and they must be paid for in some way.

October 2016 Update: Federal Eugenics Legislation

On October 7, 2016, President Obama signed into law the Treatment of Certain Payments in Eugenics Compensation Act. Filed by Senators Thom Tillis (R-NC) and Tom Carper (D-DE), this legislation ensures that state compensation payments will not jeopardize recipients’ eligibility for federal programs like Medicaid, Supplemental Nutritional Assistance Program, Supplemental Security Income and SSI-Disabled. Without this safeguard, recipients could have seen their eligibility for the federal programs reduced or completely eliminated due to short-term eugenics payments.
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